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PART II.-REVIEWS.

Mind in the Lower Animals. By W. LAUDERLINDSAT, M.D.

In reviewing a book like this, one has to take into consider
ation not only the quantity, but the quality of the work. The
subject must always be one of great interest for the physician
and philosopher. The relationships of the diseases, both
mental and bodily, of the lower animals to those in men have
still to be considered.

The book before us doubtless contains a huge collection of
facts, and collectors of facts must necessarily arise before
those facts can be dealt with by philosophers. Lauder
Lindsays and Darwins, therefore, have each their places in
literature ; but the collector can scarcely be considered as
important, or, at all events, as high in the scale, as the philo
sopher.

This book may be considered a " fact-heap ;" it wants a
cementing bond to make it interesting. It might be com
pared rather to a Tower of Babel than to a pyramidâ€”a vast
mass of material without any definite shape.

It is disappointing to have to speak thus of a book so long
expected and so earnestly looked for, and one feels, as a re
viewer, that the intention of the book, and the labour be
stowed upon it, deserve all credit. It is the life-long labour
of an enthusiastic lover of animals. As we have said, it con
tains many interesting facts, either new or placed in new re
lationships, and is therefore important. The author has a
few marked tendencies, which are exhibited throughout his
volumes. He loves, almost worships, what I may still be
allowed to call the lower animals, and does not think as
highly of man as might have been expected. With the
manner of the composition of the book there are faults to be
found. It is too long ; there are constant repetitions ; the
language is verbose to an extreme, synonyms being used in a
most tiresome way. Another thing that makes the book
anything but light reading is a tendency of the author to
divide and sub-divide on every possible occasion ; in fact, he
reminds us forcibly of a teacher at one of the large
medical schools in London, who was called by the students
" Nineteenthly."

The book consists of two large volumes, the first volume
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being devoted to the consideration of Mind in the Lower
Animals in Healthâ€”a comparative psychology, with general
considerations, including the methods of enquiry ; then of
Mind in its Normal Manifestations, as shown under the
headings, " Morality and Religion ;" " Education and its
Eesults;" "Language;" " Adaptiveness ;" "Fallibility;"
each of these being more or less sub-divided. The idea of this
division seems fairly satisfactory.

We shall have to consider more in detail the contents of
the second volume, " Mind in the Lower Animals in its Ab
normal Manifestations," including Preliminary Enquiries,

Mental Defect and Derangement, and Animal Insanity. The
concluding part of the second volume consists of practical
conclusions, Man's treatment of the Lower Animals, and an
appendix illustrative of the nature and variety of the data on
which the author's generalisations have been based.

One would feel inclined to notice this appendix first, for,
in a collection of this kind, everything must depend upon
the value of the facts from which the conclusions are to be
drawn. Doubtless Dr. Lindsay has taken a very large amount
of trouble in gathering his almost innumerable facts ; but
the authorities from which he quotes differ very much in
value. Some, such as the Percy anecdotes, are of at least
doubtful value, whereas those from Darwin and White of
Selborne may be considered as absolutely true. In the book
itself, definite reference to the authority is not made, and this
renders verification of the facts difficult. But doubtless the
facts are fairly representative, and on the face of them bear
the impress of truth, or the reverse. We shall consider the
first volume very briefly, but it will be well to point out again
how strongly Dr. Lindsay feels against mankind in general.
He is never tired of pointing out the results to the lower
animals of human error, ignorance and prejudice. Even the
animals cannot be allowed to enjoy their names in peace, but
the tyrant man must associate vices or virtues with their re
spective namesâ€”thus making use of the name of the bear to
point out churlishness ; of the sloth, laziness ; of the ass,
stupidity.

It is doubtless of the utmost importance that mind, as
mind, should be looked upon without any prejudice in favour
of man's mind, and that the scientific man should be equally
willing to grant reason to some degree in animals much
lower in the scale than himself ; but if there is any truth in
the developmental theories of animal life, not only is the rea-
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son of man higher than that of the lower animals, but that
of any sane man is higher than that of any lower animal.
The animal, however highly gifted in some particulars, has
not, and cannot have, the same mental ability that the de
veloped man has. It is, therefore, childish constantly to
refer to undeveloped savages as if they were infinitely below
the higher animals in intellectual mental acquirements. It
will be well, perhaps, to quote a paragraph from Dr. Lindsay
on the use of the word " animal " itself:â€”

" The word ' animal ' is both faulty and objectionable when
appliedâ€”as it is commonly by phrenologistsâ€”to feelings or
faculties, organs, constitution or nature in man, in contrast
with those other mental qualities which are described as
moral and intellectual. Thus it is used as synonymous with
sensual, sexual, unintellectual, when we speak of an animal-
ized man, or of a man as a mere animal, or apply the term
'animality' to man's lower propensities, in contradistinction
to his humanity, his moral and intellectual nature. But in
all the senses in which it is so variously used, it is at least
quite as applicable to man as to other animals."

He strongly objects to the use of such terms as " cat and
dog life," " a dirty dog," " a sly dog," or " dog-cheap," " a
dog-in-the-manger spirit," " give a dog a bad name, and
you may as well hang him," " an old cat," " vain as a pea
cock," " stupid as a goose." But he says man commits
equal errors in the epithets which he applies to his brother
man, which are, or are supposed to be, complimentary of
animal virtues, as, for instance, " brave as a lion. " The
lion, so far from being brave, is naturally a cowardly animal."
And so, for many pages, he draws fanciful comparisons between
the mental qualities of man and other animals.

Many interesting anecdotes of animal sagacity are given ;
but of late, in the pages of " Nature " and other similar
periodicals, the scientific world has been deluged with a flood
of interesting actions of pet dogs, so that veracity seems to
have been sacrificed, in some cases, to a spirit of romance.
As we said before, there is only a difference of degree be
tween the sagacity of the lower animal and the reason of the
higher, and therefore, granting memory and the power of
comparing facts, one cannot be startled that animals should
act reasonably.

The next part of the volume is of considerable interest
from the evolutionary point of view, mind and its develop
ment being traced in the ascending zoological scale, first
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through the invertebrata, and next through the vertebrata.
Many interesting facts are given, exhibiting the various ner
vous functions seen in these animals. One chapter is devoted
to the alleged psychical differences between man and other
animals, and the next to the alleged intellectual and moral
supremacy of man. Then follows a chapter on the inter
relations of instinct and reason, succeeded by the unsolved
problems in the psychology of the lower animals.

The second part of the first volume takes into considera
tion the normal manifestations of mind in the lower animals,
and here, again, we must object to Dr. Lindsay's way of put
ting thingsâ€”that he speaks of morality and religion as if it
were possible that the same feelings should be developed in
the isolated animal as in the society-forming man. We shall
have hereafter to notice an extraordinary perversion of terms
â€”at least, so we should consider itâ€”that he makes in speak
ing of morality, religion, suicide, murder, crime, as occurring
in the lower animals. He seems to us to take for granted
more than he has any right toâ€”that scientific men have de
graded animals by the terms they have made use of ; but he
may, perhaps, damage his friends the animals by making use
of terms to describe their actions which have hitherto been
considered only to belong of right to the actions of man. We
do not for a moment wish to make any essential difference
between the perceptive and re-acting nervous organs of ani
mals and man ; but constant development, and perpetual
selection, and survival of the fittest, which, in their turn,
transmit by inheritance, have left man, even at his lowest, a
long way in advance of the lower animal. It may be very
well to say that some animals make use of tools, and that
some men hardly make use of any tools. Yet the use of
tools by animals is so exceptional, and the use of tools by
man so general, that the distinction must be maintained.
When he considers education and its results, he brings for
ward a large number of interesting facts, pointing not only
to the capacity for education by man, but by experience, so
that animals may educate themselves, and may even acquire
knowledge by investigation, and, doubtless, may learn by the
experience of others as well as by their own former failures.
Cases are on record in which birds have learned, when sur
rounded by new materials, to build nests differently from
their progenitors, and, again, their offspring have improved
upon them, so that what is often spoken of as instinct must
really be looked upon as experience inherited or acquired.
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The next point to be considered is language, first as it
occurs in lower man, next in other animals, and although one
is willing to admit that most animals have distinct means
of communication, so that the ant or the bird may be able
to communicate, yet the difference between mere communi
cation among animals and speech and interchange of ideas
seen in the lowest man, must be looked upon as essential.
Dr. Lindsay also considers the expression of the emo
tions, as represented by laughter and weeping. Notice
is taken also of animal motives, and their interpretation by
man, and here we would say that the author seems to con
sider that he, at least, has a perfect right to interpret the
motives and actions of animals according to his own standard.

Next in order we have the " adaptiveness " of animalsâ€”

their general adaptiveness, organisations formed by them,
law and punishment as understood by them, the use of in
struments and clothing, the power of calculation which
some possess, the knowledge of the importance and influence
of courtship and marriage, and even the power of under
standing the benefit of foster-parentage.

The last division of this volume is devoted to the fallibility
of animals, and contains many amusing facts ; though, when
Dr. Lindsay speaks of the practical jokes played and under
stood by animals, we must say that we are rather puzzled
with the jokes.

Man's pleasantries, or practical jokes, are at all times liable to be

misunderstood and resented. Even by animals that are familiar with
the player of the joke, though, as has been already shown, certain
animals can and do distinguish between jest, joke, fun, frolic, pretence
and earnest, reality, seriousness, there are others that naturally con
found the two ; or they may be at a loss, as children and even men so
frequently are, to distinguish between them. There is an opposite
result in such cases, especially in touchy, testy, captive animals; a
dangerous and instantaneous loss of temper and patience, a sense of
irritation likely to lead to acts of retaliation or punishment.

One practical joke, given on the authority of the " Animal
World," is this:â€”

A sheep, whose fondness for practical fun led it to watch for un
wary human by-passers from the window of the second story of a
granary, and when one was passing immediately underneath the window,
this eccentric animal would drop itself suddenly upon him with all its
weight, of course. In this case the mischief was gratuitous, but in
other cases the practical jokes of animals take the very appropriato
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form of the punishment of man for his misdeeds, perhaps for his
practical jokes on them. The success and appropriateness of such
punishment illustrate man's own proverbs or sayings about, " The
biter bit," " Diamond cut diamond," or, " More than his match."
Thus, the elephant, dog, and parrot sometimes inflict ingenious forms
of punishment, well deserved, on boys or adults who have teased them.

The second volume will most interest the readers of the
Journal.

In Chapter I. the mental phenomena occurring in acepha
lous animals is considered, and, quite unnecessarily, we think,
the author protests against the brain being considered the
sole organ of mind. We thought it was pretty generally
understood and accepted now-a-days that, though the brain
is the highest organ of mind, every atom of nervous tissue
must be considered as part of the mind-organ.

In Chapter II. the defect, disorder, and degeneracy of the
mind of man are very properly considered before similar con
ditions occurring in animals are taken notice of. A list of
twenty-eight mental peculiarities, with bodily concomitants,
is given, and here again, we would complain of the endless
division, so that, not content with the modes of dividing
idiots followed by any one writer, our author combines the
classifications of many. Eeference is made in this chapter
to the idiot's preference for the society of animals, and the
reputed power of acquisition of the animal language, sufficient
to enable them to hold intercourse with their animal com
panions. Many cases have been described by authors of
different ages that resembled the lower animalsâ€”the rabbit-
man, and the monkey-man, and the goose-child, and the
sheep-man, have been reportedâ€”but we are inclined to think
that, in the majority of cases, imagination has been developed
rather out of proportion to the facts. When Dr. Lindsay
makes a statement like the following:â€”"There can be no
doubt of the fact that, intellectually and morally, the human
idiot is far below many of the so-called lower animals "â€”we
think he is endeavouring to compare things that are not
comparableâ€”comparing the failure on the one hand with a
success in quite a different class.

Our author speaks of the " bestial " phenomena exhibited
by man, and at the same time objects to other people
making use of the term beast, brute, and the like, as
words of contempt; and, on the other hand, he credits
animals, as we shall have occasion to note fully later, with
virtues and moral characteristics which, at least, seem to
us to be doubtful possessions on their part.
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In Chapter III. the general considerations of menta
defect and derangement are investigated. We quite agree
with the author as to the importance of the comparative
study of insanity, and the necessity of getting rid of mis
takes, such as those arising from the confusion between
madness, properly so called, and rabies, but we fail to see
the necessity of such a division as this :â€”

1. Franticness, frenzy, fury, ferocity, furiosity.
2. Delirium and raving.
3. Rabies and hydrophobia.
4. Vice and viciousness.

This classification may be taken as a fair example of the
uses that are made of classes by Dr. Lindsay. He uses
words so nearly allied that some of them cannot be re
quired, also terms which are obsolete, or of his own coining.
Doubtless he is correct in speaking of the great difficulty
of discovering animal insanity, and in stating that it must
generally be considered as insanity of action, and that this
can hardly be distinguished in them from anger, vice, excite
ment, and stupidity. If our author, in making so many
subdivisions of his subject, enforced their importance by
instances, one would be more able to follow his plan, but
in most cases classes are formed, and no representative
instances or examples are given.

On page 29 Dr. Lindsay remarksâ€”" Much to man's

credit, what he fails to detect is occasionally detected by
animals themselves." So that here again he is able to point
out the inferiority of man to the other animals.

The symptoms of insanity given by the author are
numerous, and are so unscientifically selected that they fail
to be of real value.

Next, he refers to the terminations of acute insanity in
other animals, and we should be inclined to think that he
has omitted a most important termination, which is partial
recovery or chronic insanity. He merely gives recovery,
dementia, and death.

On pages 33 and 34 a long list is given of the results to
man of insanity of animals, and if it were not so long, we
should be inclined to quote it in full. One or two examples
must suffice :â€”

1. The upsetting of carriages of all kinds, and the
killing of those who occupy them.

2. The fatal throwing of riders.
3. Deaths from real and from spurious hydrophobia.
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4. Goring to death by bulls.
5. Fatal results of loss of presence of mind in man.
6. Murder by rogue elephants.
7. Plunder or destruction of man's dwellings and crops

by the same animals.

And so on. Such refinement seems quite unnecessary,
and only compatible with the desire to make a big book.

Other important questions are mentioned, and only men
tioned probably because facts are not to be obtained in
sufficient number, and of sufficient trustworthiness, such as
" Liability of the sexes of the lower animals to insanity,'^
" The relative liability of the domestic and wild animals,"
" The relative liability in different genera and species of
animals," " The relation to the type of mind." It is rather
startling to hear that insanity, apparently of the character
of human insanity, has been described or referred to in
such animals as the ant and the bee. Properly enough,
he says the range of insanity in the animal kingdom has
yet to be determined. The duration, as he says, is ex
tremely variable, and, again, he protests against the duration
being limited by man's habit of killing. It will be a ques
tionably happy time for the animals when they enjoy asylums.

We next have to notice the author's reference to the
symptoms of animal insanity. Without having any very
definite classification before him, he goes through a number
of symptoms, and gives illustrative cases of their exhibi
tion. He begins with forms of mental defect, animal
idiocy, want of various powers, and also dementia. It is
pointed out that these conditions are produced by causes
similar to those which produce them in men. Cases of
mania and melancholy are referred to, and varieties of these
forms of mental disease are also given, such as puerperal
mania and nostalgia. Morbid impulse is treated as a distinct
form of insanity, and, what we would most strongly object
to, erotomania, kleptomania, dipsomania, are looked upon
as at all events common in animals. We should consider
that kleptomania and dipsomania distinctly involve^ the
knowledge of property, the knowledge of vice and virtue,
of indulgence and its consequences, of abstinence and its
benefits, and we should doubt whether the animals are
capable of these vices. That passion will override reason
in the animals is to be expected, as it does in man, and yet
the man is not, necessarily, considered to be insane. As to
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theft, that it should be a form of mental disease merely as
stealing, we doubt, and the fact that the goods stolen seem
to have been appropriated without any motive cannot be
considered of much importance till we know more about the
motives of lower animals. A word that constantly occurs
in this book is "theftuous." This word is neither pretty
nor iu ordinary use. Monomania of pride and monomania
of fear are referred to, with delusions, but we think it
scarcely necessary to investigate this part of the subject
further. Certain forms of insanity have been described as
volitional, and a division of that form of mental defect
given by Dr. Lindsay contains " Disease or Enfeeblement of
Will," "Insanity of Thought," "Insanity of Speech."

A short chapter considers the perversions of the natural
affections, and, without adding anything to our knowledge,
adds something to classification.

In the sixth chapter artificial insanity is referred to, and
the effects upon the lower animals of treatment by drugs
and stimulants are given in full, as usual, a long list of
the possible causes of such insanity being appended.
Mechanical injuries and the ordinary traumatic insanity in
the lower animals are mentioned.

Throughout the whole book one cannot help being struck
with the kindly feeling of the author to the brute creation.
This is a redeeming point in the otherwise tedious work of
reviewing his production, and the sympathy for the brutes
and the desire to render their lot happier must be plain to
every reader. Wherever an abuse is to be found he finds it,
and protests vehemently.

Under " artificial insanity " he refers to the dangerously
mischievous blinkers of the horse, and he might have gone
on to the equally dangerous bearing-rein.

The chapter on intoxication also gives Dr. Lindsay an
opportunity to enlarge upon the vices of man, for not only
does he drink himself, but he teaches the other animals to
drink too. He points out the various effects of drink upon
them, so that whereas some take a liking to drink, others,
after a single debauch, have learned a life-long lesson. He
would even go so far as to think that certain animals recog
nise tipsiness in their fellows, and punish them or play jokes
upon them in consequence. One statement is rather astonish
ing, viz., that bears and asses have become tipsy from
eating grapes. This may be true, as humble bees are said
to be overcome by the nectar of the passion-flower.
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Dreams and delusions are next referred to. We must,
probably, all admit that animals, those of the higher orders
at all events, dream. But we have been unable to verify
the fact that parrots talk in their sleep. We cannot accept
the statement on page 97 that there are not a few birds that
talk more intelligently than whole races of men. Dr. Wilks'

parrot went so far as to coin words, and use them appro
priately, but they were few words indeed compared with the
language of the lowest known races. Under " Delusions,"
reference is constantly made to sane and insane delusions,
and the author would distinguish between them as follows :â€”
1. Their temporary or transient character. 2. Their corrigi-
bility, or dissipation by the use of the senses and judgment.
3. Their not leading to insanity of action or behaviour. 4.
The absence of other indications of mental disturbance. 5.
The co-existence with, practically, perfectly bodily health.
A long example is given of the horse frightened by a piece
of paper fluttering on the road ; but we think it rather a
stretch in the use of terms to speak of all ignorance as if it
were delusion. In this chapter we should rather object to
the use of " delusion" to cover all classes of misconceptions,
so that "hallucination of the senses," "illusions," and
" delusions " all come under the head of " delusion." When
fish are described as being startled at shadows on the water,
â€¢surelythis need not be considered a delusion, but due to
want of experience ? Among other symptoms considered
are those of stupidity, and a protest is entered on the part
of certain birds and beasts that have been considered
specially stupid. Forgetfulness and stupidity may occur
together, but are not necessarily co-related, and, because
jays and magpies forget their hoards of booty, they need not
be considered stupid. The ass finds a powerful defender,
and his good qualities and achievements are placed under
eight heads. The learned pig, also, has a friend and
advocate. The causes of stupidity are mentioned. Dr.
Lindsay, in this chapter, refers to the well-marked intelli
gence of sporting dogs ; a dog will sometimes refuse to go
with a bad shot.

Suicide is next considered, and we must very briefly
dwell upon this part of the book. Self-destruction, whether
accidental or intentional, is, doubtless, technically suicide ;
but that every form of accidental death should be considered
as suicide, seems to us to be a mistake. That an animal muy
grieve, or refuse food, on the death of its master, or may lie
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by his grave and die of starvation and cold, is possible, but
that this should be thought to be suicide we must be per
mitted to doubt. Suicide should hardly be considered as
such unless the animal has a distinct knowledge of death,
and few animals indeed have a knowledge that death will
follow certain actions, and will follow such actions to attain
their end. Dr. Lindsay tells many marvellous talesâ€”tales
that ought to provide pictures for countless academiesâ€”of
the heart-breaking of animals, and their subsequent suicide,
That death due to panic, or to injury produced by fright,
should be placed under the head of suicide is a mistake also.
Animals are here credited with ennui, with a sense of de
cadence, of approaching death, of appreciation of death,
and even of care for the dead. Some animals, no doubt,
appreciate some evil, or have some inherited or acquired
horror of the shambles or the slaughter-house, but this per
ception or dread is hardly to be associated with a definite
knowledge of what death means. As animals are credited
with suicide, so they are equally accused of crime, and it
seems that they are as evil as man himself ; that they com
mit murder, steal, keep slaves ; only, as our author points
out, they use their slaves better than man ever did. They
are made guilty of burglary, poaching, rebellion, infanticide,
mutilation, treachery, and, one would almost think, religious
intolerance. At all events they are supposed to be deeply
conscious of the evil done, and their moral iniquity. The
physiognomy of the disease is discussed voluminously, the
changes in look, changes in action, changes in disposition,
changes in voice, changes of bodily function, changes in the
sense and intelligence, being pointed out in a table as usual.
Causation is next dealt with, and we leave this part of the
subject with the same want of satisfactory knowledge of the
causation of insanity that might have been expected, for
although the animals do not mask their symptoms as men
and women do, yet they are not likely to conceal any cause
from his observation. The physical causes are first con
sidered, under the headings of

1. Physiological.
2. Pathological.
3. Combined or general.

It is quite beyond our space to consider these. Isolated
facts of importance or interest are discussed, but with very
unskilled care. The effects of red, especially of scarlet, upon
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a bull, are considered, and the author is of opinion that
little or no effect is produced by the colour itself. We quite
agree with Dr. Lindsay in the estimate he has formed of the
treatment of insanity by coloured lights. Besides the
physical causes, the moral causes, which are the more diffi
cult to investigate, are determined and dilated upon. Our
author is too fond of using a word in a scientific sense of
his own that has been used by some other writer in a purely
colloquial or general way. Thus, if an author has spoken of
an animal as being delirious with joy, he takes it for granted
that the animal was delirious.

Mixed causes of mental difference and disorder include,
1st, heredity; 2ndly, artificial life, with its accompanying in
jurious effects ; 3rdly, privation ; and 4thly, man's cruelty,

neglect, or injurious treatment. Each of these heads is con
sidered more or less in detail. The morbid bodily conditions
produced by mental causes are also dwelt upon. The effects
of emulation, disappointment, rivalry, fear, are well known,
and instances are given of heart-break and death produced
in animals from mental causes. Individuality is next con
sidered, then what is called " sensitiveness " in man, and
which occurs equally in other animals, and in them is a sub
ject of the highest importance in relation to m an's treat
ment of them. "Many of man's errors of treatment, much
of his ill-usage of subject animals, unquestionably depend
on his belief that other animals have not the sensitiveness
of man, that they do not even feel physical pain. It is
therefore of the utmost importance to show that the lower
animals, like man himself, are sensitive, frequently highly
or morbidly so, to impressions or influences that are either
simply physical, purely moral or mental, jointly physical
and psychical." On this basis the chapter is developed.

Perhaps the most important and most interesting part of
the work is the practical conclusion, which we have not
space to notice. We should say that the book contains a
very complete and elaborate index, and also an enumera
tion of the animals referred to, giving a list of the species
with their leading varieties, breeds, or races. The biblio
graphy is also given in general, but, as we said before,
there is no means of verifying the exact spot referred to in
each individual case. Thus, to refer to " Pierquin," or
" Percy Anecdotes," or " White," is very indefinite, and,

in fact, prevents the reader from verifying the reference.
We must say that the intention of the author has been
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higher than the possibility of performance. This is not in any
way meant as a slight upon his abilities, but we think that
he has attempted too much; that the field which he has
begun to cultivate is too large for any one man to make
good use of. The immense amount of labour bestowed upon
this work deserves the gratitude of the scientific world, how
ever much its usefulness and readableness have been spoiled
by its volume and by the excess of classification which is
visible everywhere. Of course the author was quite justified
in making many classes to guide himself, and to be pre
pared to fill up every possible gap with illustrative cases,
but the misfortune is that though the skeleton is there, the
clothing is wanting. The time may come when this book
will be re-written, and we are quite sure that if it be then
reduced to half its present size, a most useful and interest-
ii)<r volume will be the result.

The Care of the Insane and their Legal Control. By JOHN
CHARLES BDCKNILL, M.D., F.R.S., &c., &c.

This is a revised and enlarged reprint of the articles on
Lunacy Law Reform, which appeared last year in the " British
Medical Journal," and which have already attracted so much at

tention, and excited so much discussion. The opinion s expressed
in the book are strong and radical, and Dr. Bucknill properly
claims to speak with the authority " of a very varied experi
ence of thirty-nine years, during which he has enjoyed the
largest opportunities of observing the care and treatment of
the insane in every part of the country, both in public and
private asylums, and in domestic life." Assuredly, no living

man has had the same experience.
The greatest of the questions at issue is thisâ€”Are private

asylums to be allowed to continue or to be abolished? If we did
notregard this Journal as unsuited for being the arena of such
a discussion, and if we did not know that all our readers are
already well acquainted with all that has been and is being
written on the subject, we should certainly have devoted much
space to this and the other problems dealt with in this remark
able book. Dr. Bucknill is most earnest in the causes he ad
vocates, viz., the abolition of private asylums, the transference
of all the insane who have property to the direct jurisdiction
of the Lord Chancellor, all the paupers to that of the Local
Government Board, and the abolition of the Board of Com
missioners in Lunacy in its present form. His earnestness,
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